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"TELL THE TRUTH AND DON'T BE AFRAID." WWW.DENNEWS.COM 
Eastern Illinois University, Charleston 
UNIVERSITY I IBHE 
Eastern Students see inside Iraq 
wins grant 
money 
Grants will pay for 
outreach and 
work-study programs 
By Ashley Rueff 
Senior University Reporter 
Eastern was awarded two grants 
totaling $345,252 from the Illinois 
Board of Higher Education at 
Tuesday's IBHE meeting in Hilton 
Hotd in Springfidd. 
Eastern was one of six 
institutions in che Stace co receive a 
portion of the $1.28 million given 
co IBHE under che No Child Lefr 
Behind Acc. 
Linda Morford, chair ofEastern's 
department of Educational 
Administration, is the director of 
the $232,652 grant that will be 
used to fund four outreach service 
programs to assist local teachers 
and administrators. 
"Ir's directly benefiting 
education at all levels," Morford 
said. "lc's really important for us 
to reach out co the schools in the 
area." Some rural schools don't have 
as many opponunicies for training 
programs as chose in Iaeger cities, 
she said. 
This is che second time Eastern 
received che three-year grant, and 
che first award in full. 
"It's really good to know chat 
the board of higher education 
chinks we're doing che right things 
in serving chis area," said Mary 
Bower, vrho works with grants 
in che College of Education and 
Professional Studies. "It feels like 
they still like whac we're doing." 
» SEE IBHE, PAGE 5 
(top) Iraqi War veteran Jeremy 
Gordon, a freshman political 
science major, Kent Koltas and 
Ellen Koltas. Eastern employees, 
and other members of the 
veteran group Black Knights of 
the Embaras talk Wednesday 
night. They were discussing Mike 
Shiley's film "Inside Iraq: the 
Untold Story," which was shown in 
the Grand Ballroom of the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University 
Union. Some of the veterans who 
viewed the film felt that Shiley's 
film was missing the troops' 
viewpoint of the war. "I wish he 
would have shown what we go 
through," Gordon said. 
(left) Mark Shiley answers 
questions during a discussion 
after the showing of his film 
"Inside Iraq: the Untold Story," 
Wednesday night in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union. 
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Transfers get help adjusting to new school 
Meeting new people 
eases the transition, 
e-mails primary alerts 
By Mike McGlothlin 
Staff Reporter 
When Dana Wyant transferred 
to Eastern, she was shy and terrified 
of speaking with new people. 
The graduate student came from 
Heartland Community College in 
Spring 2006 and is now an intern ac 
the Transfer Relations Office. 
In face, she was terrified of 
speaking to a class of scudencs. 
"It's incense when you fuse have 
to do it in front of people," she 
said. 
But since transferring, she 
has grown out of her shyness, is 
outgoing and wanes to be a teacher. 
The Student Life Office, Career 
Services, Counseling Office and the 
Transfer Rdations Office presented 
che Transfer Student Expo on 
Tuesday to help make transfer 
students aware of all the services 
available to chem. 
The expo was held in the Martin 
Luther King Jr. University Union 
and featured 6ve different sessions 
throughout the day. 
The sessions dealt with multiple 
topics affecting transfer srudents, 
ranging from how students can get 
involved in student organizations 
to rips for adults and commuters 
chat want to fed more connected to 
campus. 
Rita Pearson, transfer relations 
coordinator, said a big obstacle 
transfers must face is learning who 
co talk to for different services. 
"They aren't expecting to know 
where to go to get all of their 
answers," she said. 
A studenc panel session 
consisting of pasc transfer students 
and students chat began their 
academic careers ar Eastern was 
hdd in che Effingham room. 
Transfer students represent 37 
percent of Eastern's population. 
Torre White, a junior 
mathematics major who cransferred 
to Eastern from Kentucky Stare 
University, said getting involved in 
campus activities has helped him 
meet more people. 
But when transfer students do 
not become involved with social 
groups outside of what chey are used 
to, they can be let down by their 
college experience, Pearson said. 
"Sometimes a disappointment 
comes when your e:xpecrarions 
aren't met," she said. 
According co Pearson, the most 
simple way to reach out to transfer 
students is through their campus e-
mail. 
"They (students) need ro check 
their EIU e-mail," she said. "That is 
one megaphone chat our university 
tries to use and char is the kind of 
culture we need to encourage our 
students to use." 
Although attendance was low, 
the pand offered insight on how 
all transfer students could make 
their college experiences work for 
chem and how chey were able co 
adjust to Eastern, boch socially and 
academically. 
Wyant said the low attendance 
was expected because chis was the 
fuse year a cransf er student expo has 
been held. 
She was not discouraged by 
the meager student attendance. 
She realized chat rhe seminar was 
scheduled at an awkward time of 
day when many students were still 
in class. 
"We're here for the students," she 
said. "We're trying co do everything 
we can." 
Documentary by 
undercover reporter 
shown Monday 
By Steven Teeters 
Staff Reporter 
Armed wich only a fake press 
pass and a rented flack jacket, 
amateur filmmaker/fr~ance 
journalist Mike Shiley cravded ro 
Iraq. 
On Wednesday, he was at the 
Marrin Luther King Jr. University 
Union to present his documentary 
on che conflict in Iraq tided, 
"Inside Iraq: The Untold Story." 
Afterward, Shiley fielded 
questions from the audience and 
provided a platform for reflection 
on the material he had presented 
during the film. 
Shiley's documentary focused 
on caking a look at the war in Iraq 
from a third-person point of view. 
The basic idea of the film was 
ro show che audience what ir is 
like in Iraq and what the troops go 
through. 
The film was Shiley's arternpt 
at getting involved in democracy 
6rschand by immersing himself 
with actual people. 
"Ir's amazing how litcle 
knowledge (there is) of cheir 
culture and the sacrifices chat are 
being made," Shiley said before che 
film. 
The film was split into cwo 
45-minure sections. The fuse was 
Shiley's experience in Iraq with che 
Iraqi citizens. 
» SEE IRAQ, PAGE 5 
Debt raises 
·health fees 
By Matt Hopf 
Student Government Reporter 
Fee increases for Health Service 
and Srudenr Insurance took up 
the majority of Wednesday night's 
Student Senace meeting as both 
groups are looking for an $8 
increase. 
The Health Service fee would 
increase from $82.90 ro $90.90 
per semester. 
Lynette Drake, EIU Health 
Service medical director, said chat 
costs are rising overall yeacly. 
Certain drugs have been 
doubling in prices, as well 
Information passed out co 
Studenr Senate members showed 
mat allergy medication Allegra-D 
increased by 119 percent and chat 
the sleep aid Sonata increased by 
108 percent. 
Oral contraceptive prices 
will be going up even higher as 
prescription drug companies are 
ending discounts, Drake said. 
In the information given to 
the senate, Eastern pharmacist Jeri 
Dori said char one company char 
H SEE SENATE, PAGE 5 
U news 
Development project meeting canceled 
Desired land must first 
be annexed to city 
Today's special City Council 
meeting regarding the single-family 
developmenc project on the ease 
side of cown was canceled. 
The council was going to hold 
a hearing and vote on the pre-
annexation agreemenr for the 
Rich Estates development, but the 
council could not get organized in 
time for the annexation agreement 
co go forward, said John lnyarc, 
Charleston mayor. 
The land thac Rich Smith 
CAMPUS I EXHIBIT 
Development wants co use for the 
development is currently owned by 
the county and needs to be annexed 
to the city for the project co move 
forward . 
Ac theMarch 20 council meeting, 
Midwest Regional Director Kyle 
Bach put on a presentation for the 
developmenc project. 
The houses will be sold on a 
rent-to-pwchase basis, meaning the 
residents will lease the homes for 
the first 15 years of the project and 
then have the option co purchase 
them. 
The 50 units in the development 
are appraised between $130,000 
and $150,000, bur residents will 
have the option co buy them 
berween $15,000 and $25,000 after 
the 15th year leasing the property. 
Inyart said he thinks the 
development company will apply co 
the state for funding, and chat the 
lack of the annexation agreemenc 
will have a minimal impact on the 
application. 
He said he expects the company 
co come before council at a later 
dace to ask for the agreement, but 
that dace has not been determined. 
- Stephen Di Benedetto, Senior 
City Reporter 
Alumna to present art 
Eastern graduate will 
present a display of 
ten years of own work 
By Beth Hackett 
Senior Activities Reporter 
Warm and cool colors Bow 
around each piece and complement 
each other to create a whimsical and 
dreamy vibe. 
Themes such as animals and 
nature are repeated throughout the 
arcwork in colorful expression. 
It is Anne Hughes' vision. 
"I have more food for creating 
new works than I could ever 
consume," said Hughes, an artist 
and Eastern alumna. "My approach 
is largely intuitive." 
Hughes' cwrenc arr exhibit, 
"Inscrutable Life," is cwrently on 
display until April 7 in the Brainard 
Gallery of The T~ble Arts Center. 
She said she allows her work and 
subject matter co develop without a 
fixed plan. 
Early on in Hughes' life she 
was able to pwsue, incorporate 
and transform almost any 
interest through personal artistic 
expression. 
"Cwiosity about the world 
around me feeds my work," she 
said. 
The Tarble Arts Center curator, 
Kit Morice, said the work shows 
chis curiosity. 
"Much of her art is composed 
of swirling complex pieces (which 
viewers) really have co take in and 
contemplate," he said. 
During Morice's first year at 
Eastern, she met Hughes as she 
was devdoping her own style and 
technique of art. 
"We kept in couch while she 
was in grad school and we still do, 
though she is now based our of 
C hicago," Morice said. 
H ughes said her own personal 
experiences throughout her life 
couldn't be separated from the 
content of her art, although she 
couldn't think of a time when 
she had directly used personal 
experiences in creating a work. 
"I'm interested in 
interconnections both in life and 
in the creative process. There are 
interconnections everywhere, as in 
eco-systems in nature and marks on 
a paper," she said. 
Hughes finished her bachelor's 
degree in studio art ac Cordia 
University in Montreal, Quebec, 
Canada. She received a Masters 
degree of Arts at Eastern then went 
on to obtain her Master of Fine Arts 
degree from Bowling Green State 
University. 
Sl\r. CJQVf ~9fR t \th mist-in-
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Anne Hughes, an Eastern graduate, has a display of her artwork in 
Tarble Arts Center through April 7th in the Brainard Gallery. 
ANNE HUGHES' DISPLAY 
" Wiien: AprO 4 at 7 p.m. 
" Wllat: presentation of Hughes' media 
use and work 
" Wllere: Brainard Gallery in the Tarble 
Arts Center 
residence fellowships, which allow 
her co relocate ro different places 
throughout the year. 
Hughes' work has been exhibited 
throughout the country and she is 
on the Illinois Arts-In-Education 
roster. 
To attain this position, artists 
apply and are then judged on the 
quality of their work, their record of 
professional achievement and their 
skills and experience as educators. 
Afcer being selected, 
organizations use the list as a 
resource to find professional arc 
educarors. 
Nikki Beck, a junior hospitality 
major, was examining the exhibit 
Tuesday because her friend told her 
it was interesting. 
"You really have ro examine the 
art to find all the di.ffe.renr. colors 
and individual scenes within," Beck 
said. 
Morice said "Inscrutable Life" 
spans more than about 10 years of 
Hughes' work all compiled into one 
exhibit. 
"{Hughc:S) uses 3-D and 2-
D pieces in a single arcwork, 
which makes for very interesting 
composition," Morice said. 
He said H ughes' scyle is very 
mysterious and surreal, as if the 
ideas come from dreams. 
Beck said one piece, titled 
"Wake Up," particularly caughr her 
attention. 
"It seems like someone is in the 
midst of waking up, but the dream 
is still kind of there," she said. 
"There are many warm and cool 
colors inceracting and there's a lot 
to look at." 
Hughes said the title of the 
exhibit represents the obscwiry of 
her environment. 
"Life in general and in the 
particular is inscrutable and 
will always remain so," Hughes 
said. "For me the pondering of such 
(through art) remains a great source 
of srimularion." ~-· 1- . ·'.,. 
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*year Anniversary Bash 
Bands Friday & Saturday 
Campu~ 
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Cable & Internet 
Local phone line 
Water&Tnuh 
Washer & Dryer 
Fully Equipped Kite.hen 
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Walk-to. closet 
217-345-6001 
Clubhouse .AmenJUee 
include: $20 OFF 
F itness Center RENEWALS 
Outdoor Grill 
Game Room 
Computer Lab 
TllDD.ing Bd 
2302 Bostic Dr. (located next to Wal-Mart) 
TODAY 
68° I 55· 
Afternoon showers 
FRIDAY 
14· I 59· 
SATURDAY 
12° I 54° 
SUNDAY i 
68° I 48°-~ 
Partly cloudy Isolated t-storms Scattered t-storms 
COMPETITION I TALENT 
Freshman takes home Open Mic win 
Comedian wins first 
place, musicians take 
second and third 
By Scott Richey 
Online News Editor 
Marr Caponera caprured his 
audience's atcencion wich his fuse 
joke and kept chem laughing by 
shocking chem wich material chey 
weren't expecting. 
One male scudenc in che back of 
che crowd was red in che face from 
laughing. 
His jokes about oompa loompas 
growing "dank weed" and America's 
Funniest Home Videos being his 
favorite celevision show because 
kids and old people getting hurt was 
persuasive enough co ger che votes 
of the majority of the 45 scudencs 
in attendance. 
The freshman communications 
srudies major was the first-place 
winner Wednesday night ar Open 
Mic Night in the Martin Luther 
King Jr. University Union's Bridge 
Lounge and rook home a $75 gift 
card ro Wal-Marr. 
"I chink it's (Open Mic Night) a 
great experience," Caponera said. "I 
like co make people laugh, and ic's 
a lot fun." 
Brian Thomas, a senior sociology 
major, cook home second place and a 
$50 gift cercificace co the University 
bookstore wich his covers of che Bare 
Naked Ladies and Wallflowers. 
Freshman physical education 
major Justin Yuro.ff placed third 
and won a $25 gift certificate co 
Positively Fourth Street Records 
with his acoustic set. 
Chris Cauley, a musician from 
Atlanta, closed che show playing 
original songs and covers of classic 
hies. 
Cauley connected well wich the 
crowd, sharing his experience of 
JOHN BAILEY I TllE DAILY WTERN NEWS 
Freshman communications major Matt Caponera does his stand-up comedian act Wednesday night at the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union bridge lounge as a part of University Board's Open Mic Night. 
CHRIS NEAL I CHRIS CAULEY FAN 
"I liked it better than last time because 
he opened for somebody else the last time 
and didn't sing as much. He has a good 
voice." 
losing money at che riverboat casino 
near Joliet and his southern drawl. 
"I'm going to get made fun of 
tonight," Cauley said about his 
tendency to say "y'all." 
Cauley's set list included original 
songs like "Deserve You," buc the 
crowd really reacced co his covers 
of Ray Charles' "Georgia on My 
Mind" and Marvin Gaye's "Lee's 
Get it On." 
Ryan Gerrity, a junior education 
major, attended Open Mic Night 
ro supporc cwo of his friends who 
performed, but said that he also 
enjoyed Cauley's ser. 
"I liked that he (Cauley) 
incorporated blues and piano," 
Gerrity said. 
Chris Neal, of Paris, came to see 
Cauley's performance because he 
had seen him perform a year and a 
half ago. 
"I liked ir better than lase time 
because he opened for somebody 
else the last time and didn't sing as 
much," Neal said. "He has a good 
. " voice. 
The Open Mic finals, which is a 
competition of all che past winners 
of Open Mic Nigh rs, will rake place 
April 9 in che Grand Ballroom of che 
Marcin Lucher King Jr University 
Union. 
Constitutional revisions announced at RHA 
All committees to 
submit transaction 
report for monthly 
expenses 
By Katey Mitchell 
RHA Reporter 
The Residence Hall Association 
conscirurional revisions comminee 
will presenc their official revisions of 
the RHA consticution to che general 
assembly at Thursday's meeting. 
In November of lase fall, che 
RHA executive board formed a 
special temporary committee ro 
go through and revise che RHA 
constitution and have it ready 
before the end of the school year. 
"The e.xecurive board looked at 
che constitution and saw chac we 
needed to make a few changes," said 
Carrie Mueller, RHA presidenc. 
"One example is chat we 
verbally changed che posirion of 
vice president of financial affairs 
to ueasurer, but it was still listed 
as irs previous title in some of the 
documenes." 
Mueller said chat she and che 
tcsc of ch~ ·exect.trlv? board sraff 
CARRIE MUELLER I RHA PRESIDENT 
"The executive board looked at the 
constitution and saw that we needed to 
make a few changes." 
formed che two-person committee 
and suggested changes to be made 
to chem. 
Dan Cuthbert volunteered to 
be a member on che conscirutional 
revmons commirree and was 
appointed to the position last fall. 
The ocher committee member is 
Alex Kaempen. 
"We included as clause 
for financial records, where 
all committees must submit 
a transaction report for their 
monchly expenses," Cuthbert said. 
"We also instituted an anendance 
policy where if an RHA rep who 
is involved in a commicree misses 
three meetings in a semester, their 
voting privileges are suspended. 
This is ro make sure people attend 
the committee meetings since all 
reps need to be on a com.mince. " 
Cuthbert said char most of che 
ideas presented in che revmons 
were ones members of RHA had 
expressed or practiced, but were not 
put down on paper. 
The hall councils will have a few 
weeks to report any questions back 
co cheir members. Mueller hopes co 
have a vote on the revisions by April 
15. 
RHA will also be voting on 
the budget for che end of che year 
banquet they co-sponsor with 
National Residence Hall Honorary. 
The assembly will be given a budget 
of expenditures for how much the 
banquet will cost. The cost is split 
becween che rwo organizations 
and will be held in the University 
Ballroom on April 25. 
After the meeting, RHA's 
financial advisory committee is 
holding a murder-mystery dinner 
to help raise money for RHA 
Residence Hall Association 
meeting 
Where· Thomas Hall 
When: 5 p.m. 
Why: To approve budget for 
end of year banquet and go over 
constitutional revisions. 
scholarships. 
The event will stare out wich 
people eating spaghetti, garlic bread 
and cake while Listening ro che 
"Phantom of che Opera" soundtrack, 
said Brittany Kraft, chair of che 
financial advisory committee. Then 
they will play a murder-mystery 
board game, dividing che people up 
to eight tables and each table aces as 
one player. 
"Each table will have a list of 
what they can tell che other tables, 
and chere will be secret clue booklets 
and scuff like that," Kraft said. 
The evenc will be $5 per person, 
and the committee hopes to gain 
at least $200 from the evening. All 
pro.fies from che event will go to 
either che Richard Enochs or Sean 
McKinney scholarship. 
The event is at 6:30 p.m. in che 
basement of Andrews Hall. 
CAMPUS 
THURSD1llY 
3 . .29.07 
University Board to propose 
budget cuts tonight 
n The Apportionment Board will 
hear the final presentation from the 
University Board Thursday night. 
The UB's budget of more than 
$300,000 was rejected at last week's 
meeting. The board was told to cut 
approximately $77,000. 
The meeting will be held at 7 tonight 
in the Arcola-Tuscola Room in the 
Martin Luther King Jr. University Union. 
-Zach Nugent, AB Reporter 
lab band performs in Union's 
Grand Ballroom tonight 
n The EIU Jazz Lab Band will perform 
at 7:30 tonight in the Grand Ballroom 
of the union. The lab band consists of 
three small groups of performers. The 
groups play several different styles of 
music including funk and hip-hop. 
For more information on this event, 
call the music department at 581-3010. 
Peruvian pyramids to be 
discussed by guest professor 
,, Daniel Sandweiss from the 
University of Maine will be giving a 
lecture at 8 tonight in the University 
Ballroom of the union. 
The lecture is "Explorations with 
Thor Heyerdahl: Peruvian Pyramids and 
a Cuban Connection." In conjunction 
with the lecture, Eastern's College of 
Sciences and the EIU Chapter of Sigma 
Xi, a scientific research society. will hold 
its 1 0th annual banquet at 6 p.m., also 
in the University Ballroom. 
Admission to the banquet will be 
$20 at the door. 
-Marco Santana, Campus Edftor 
Writing on the Wall discussion 
tonight in Stevenson 
Yolanda Williams will lead a 
discussion on the Writing on the Wall 
Project at 7 tonight in the Stevenson 
Hall lobby. 
The project began Wednesday and 
is aimed at publicizing oppression in 
the community. The wall will then be 
torn down to help students experience 
the power to create change in the 
community. The event is sponsored by 
the Housing and Dining Service's Social 
Justice and Diversity Committee. 
rmistakes 
» Corrina Alegria was misidentified in 
a photo on Page 1 of Monday's edition 
of the Daily Eastern News. 
n The time of the ScienceFest 
lecture was incorrect on Page 3 of 
Wednesday's edition of the Daily 
Eastern News. The lecture by Daniel 
Sandweiss begins at 8 p.m. tonight. 
n Health Service's debt was incorrect 
on page 1 of Wednesday's edition of 
the Daily Eastern News. 
Health Service is approximately 
$289,000 in debt. 
The DEN regrets the errors. 
COMMENTS I CORRECTIONS I 
EVENTS 
To report any errors, local events or 
general suggestions for future editions 
please contact our news editor, Cathy 
Bayer, via: 
Phone I 581-7942, 
E-mail I DENnewsdesk@gmail.com 
Office visit I 1811 Buzza.rd Hall. 
VIEWS 
THURSDAY 
3.29.07 
TO COMMENT ..... 
'/he Daily Eistern J\bi\S' welcomes 
responses co our original conrenr. 
For consideracion, e-mail lerrers to 
DENopinions@gmail.com. 
All letter~ ro the editor mar be edited 
for accuracy, clarity and length. Lelters 
250 words or fewer have the best chance 
of being published. Only brers chat 
include a name, address and phone 
number that are \'erified by 7he DE.Nwill 
be considered for print public.ation. 
You may also choose ro join in 
conversations taking place online by going 
to www.<lenncws.com. 
FEATURED BLOGGER 
"I had no idea the idea of 
the United States of America, 
democracy, federalism and the way 
it all fits together was a difficult 
concept to grasp. It all seems 
fairly simple to me. I passed my 
Constitution test 
on the first try in 
sixth grade." 
KATIE ANDERSON 
WHAT OTHERS THINK I TEMPLE UNIVERSITY 
Last Tuesday, the British Parliamrnt 
gave all schools permission to forbid 
Muslim pupils from wearing full-fucc 
hijabs in class, if che school's .1dmin-
isrration believed it to be appropriate. 
Prime Minister Tony Blair called the 
cradirional hijab a ''mark of separation~ 
and :;aid that it makes "other people 
from outside che community feel 
uncomfortable." 
Even people who choose to drc."SS 
difterencly could be interpreted in chis 
way. \Vtrh this mentality, where would the 
amhoricies limit themselves? 
• 1ew 
Civil unions benefit couples 
Lase Wednesday, the Illinois House 
Human Services Com.mince approved bill 
HB 1826 chat would allow gay couples in 
Illinois to enter into civil unions with the 
same legal righrs as marriage. 
The bill, sponsored by Rep. Greg Harris, 
D-Chicago, now moves co the House Boor 
to be voted on this spring. 
If the measure becomes law, Illinois 
would become the fifth state co offer civil 
unions, joining ranks with Vermonr, 
Conneccicuc, New Jersey and California 
(California's domestic partnerships 
offer benefits similar ro civil unions). 
Massachusetts is che only state that allows 
gay marriage. 
We hope chis biD becomes law. 
The cuscoms of marriage have changed 
over che years, and now more and more 
people are becoming ready for chem to 
change again. 
In che past, race and class have kept 
people from marrying. Happily, we have 
moved past chose prejudices. 
Today we are moving coward a time when 
same-sex couples can enjoy che same legal 
benefits that straight couples do. 
Bill HB1826 states char recognition of 
marriage is the primary and, in a number of 
instances, che exclusive source of numerous 
EDITORIAL BOARD 
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protections and responsibilities for parries co 
a marriage and chefr children. 
These prorecrions and responsibilities 
associated with marriage in Illinois are only 
available to opposite-sex couples. 
Married couples can file cheir tax returns 
jointly and share health insurance benefits. 
They don't have to restify againsr each 
ocher in court. 
When one partner dies, che remaining 
partner can collect life and accidencal death 
insurance. 
Some hospicals only allow legal family 
members to visit patients. 
When straight couples divorce, they 
and cheir families continue co be procecred 
through child support, custody and 
visitation laws. 
Civil unions allow same-sex couples these 
same benefits. 
Civil unions are noc marriage. Bue chey 
are a step in chat direction. 
The federal government does noc 
cu.rrently recognize civil unions, buc many 
aspects of marriage are determined by state. 
Illinois civil unions would offer gay 
couples legal rights chat married, straight 
couples cake for granted every day, including 
estate benefirs, adoption, property ownership 
and healch insurance. They would also be 
available co straight couples. 
However, civil unions would be 
authorized by cheir own law, separate from 
the one governing marriage. 
HB 1826 has a powerful message. 
Ir states: Illinois has a srrong interest 
in promoting stable and lasting families, 
including families headed by a same-sex 
couple. Wich this act, Illinois builds on a 
long tradition of respecr for individual rights 
and responsibiliries, the commitments of 
spouse$ to each other and their families, and 
equal protections of che laws. 
The srate of Illinois has already extended 
health insurance coverage co che same-sex 
parmers of members of che srate-employees' 
union. We hope they continue co move in 
the right direction. 
The editorial is the majority opinion of The Daily Eastern News editorial board. 
Reach the Opinions editor at DENopinions@gmail.com. 
DRAWN FROM THE NEWS I RICH LAKEBERG 
VIEW FROM THE UK I SIMON RUSSELL 
Faith: A battle between God and self 
Faith. An elusive commodity. For 
millennia, Theologians have mused its 
qualities: if we find Fa.ich, how much is 
enough? When we find ir, how should it 
be displayed - should we "show a little," 
or should we simply "have" Faith? Is a 
Faith based in doubt truer, more appealing 
- more honest even - than a Faith char 
shours its firmly-resoluce convictions from 
che mountain-tops? Is doubt noc che very 
essence of Faith, rather than irs opposite (can 
one ever be certain of doubt)? Ir's enough co 
make your head spin; this proliferation of 
paradox, chis diluvium of discombobulation. 
For some, Easter is a period of mystery 
and doubt. The birth of Christ is accepted 
as historical facr {even though che exacr 
dace chosen for celebration is somewhat 
spurious): Christian beliefs were founded 
upon His Life and Teachings. Bue Easter 
- che Resurrection - is less concrete, more 
esoteric, more abstruse. That Christ rose 
from the dead - chis assertion compels an 
appraisal of our Faich. For some ic is the 
very essence of Faith: given America's fervent 
IP • • • • • • 
. , 
religious backdrop, to choose noc to confer 
Good Friday and Easter Monday with public 
holiday srarus (as we in che UK do) seems 
somehow anomalous. Is your Faith so scrong 
ic needs no annual reinforcement? Is your 
doubt so great as co be unexpungeable? Or 
is it simply chat honest religion rightly exists 
alongside an honest day's toil? 
Your First Amendmenc prohibits 
restriction to religious freedom; it also 
requires che separation of Church and Stace. 
From afar, however, these entities still appear 
conjoined: a President who announces "God 
Bless America~ after each address (surely 
God wants co bless each and every country, 
including those troubled or failing countries. 
Especutlly troubled or failing countries?); 
a mono that once proclaimed E Pluribus 
Unum buc now declares, "In God We Trust" 
- chese hardly shout "secular society" co the 
rest of che world. Have the Church and Seate 
truly separated, or are chey in fact cohabiting 
with scabrous intent? We really should be 
cold. 
had their time - che nature of Catholic and 
Protesrant acrocitics in Northern Ireland 
merely illuscrating just whac a nimiecy of 
religious fervour can do. We'd rather our 
leaders exist in a more rational, earchly-
based world. Indeed, we require someone 
who puts cheir faith nor in a higher deity, 
buc in their own political acumen. Tony 
Blair's comments - that he prayed over the 
decision to send troops into Iraq - elicited 
sharp intakes of breath: the man holding 
rhe launch codes squaring his conscience 
wich "God will be my Judge" makes us all 
extremely nervous. 
Thar said, we don't disapprove of Faith 
Schools: they make up che backbone co 
Stace education, che core of our private 
schools system. Whilst a "ceach not preach" 
philosophy co religious education is practised 
(covering all Faiths, including acheism), the 
denominational corralling they facilitate 
hardly lessens incer-faich misconceptions. 
What message docs chis send our youngsters? 
"Education," said G.K. Chesterton, "is 
simply che soul of a society as ic passes 
from one generation ro another." Are we 
bequeathing our children the specious 
notion chat division along religious grounds 
is acceptable: yet anocher generation of me 
and you, rather than simply "us"? 
Some believe that polytheism is analogous 
with our polymorphic nature (ochers char 
there are simply two cypes of people in che 
world: chose that divide the world into two 
cypes of people, and chose chat don't). Since 
Ncanderchals' sad demise, there aetually 
exists just one cype: Homo sapims. Can Faich 
make Man? Or will Faich ultimately break 
Man? 
Simon 
Russell 
Simon Russell is an exchange student from the UK. He 
can be reached at simonrussell99@gmaiJ.com 
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H IBHE 
FROM PAGE 1 
Some of the programs funded 
by the grant support a survey 
administered by Eastern to recent 
education graduates to evaluate 
their preparedness in their career. 
Ocher programs include 
a mentoring and induction 
program for new administrators 
and a workshop program for 
administrators in the area. 
The grantalso supporcsa program 
H Iraq 
FROM PAGE 1 
It depicted Northern Kurds, the 
Sunnis and the Shiites chat Shiley 
came into contacr with. The second 
half of the film focused on Shiley's 
experience with the American 
soldiers and America's involvement 
in Iraq. 
This showed the Clanger soldiers 
were in as well as che American 
soldiers promoting peace and 
welfare and reconscruccive efforts. 
After the film was a question-
and-answer session with Shiley. 
He opened the floor for anyone 
with questions or comments on the 
that targets and assists schools chat 
did not meec the adequate yearly 
progress as part of No Child Left 
Behind. 
"J am thrilled chat we have 
received one of the IBHE grants," 
said Diane Jackman, dean of 
the College of Education and 
Professional Studies. "This grant 
will allow us co continue and 
expand many partnerships and 
projects already under way." 
1he .second grant awarded 
to Eastern was $112,600 for a 
cooperative work-.study program 
chat helps place Eastern students in 
documentary. Reactions co Shiley's 
film included simple ponderings, 
commendingandcondemning. One 
audience member, Tony Chauncey, 
scood up and commended Shiley's 
bravery. 
"You're one person who went out 
there without the resources Fox or 
ABC has and gave us another view," 
Chauncey said. ""Thank goodness 
we get to sec your side." 
Some audience members 
questioned Shiley's sense of 
responsibility and what gave him 
the authority or permission for the 
uip. 
A few audience members who 
had served in Iraq did not approve 
of what Shiley called his ·unbiased 
work-study experiences outside the 
university. 
"Ic's putting students out there 
in the work world where they're 
getting practical experience," said 
Dan Crews, grant manager and 
director of publicity for the College 
of Am and Humanities. 
The program assists abou1 100 
students a year. This is the 16th 
grant of this type Eastern has 
received. 
" le just goes co show Ea~tcrn's 
commitment to helping students 
and preparing them for the work 
world," Crews said. 
approach," claiming he did not do 
an appropriate job of depicring Iraqi 
insurgents and the positive aspects 
of American soldiers' presence. 
"It's true that you can show 30 
or 40 mrri-utes of great film about 
positive things in Iraq, but it 
only cakes two minutes of seeing 
something to make you upset," 
Shiley said. 
The documentary stayed away 
from commencing on Washington 
politics and focused more on the 
siruation in Iraq and the lives of 
Iraqi citi:z.ens and American soldiers 
deployed in Iraq. 
"Even if you hared every second 
of it," Shiley said, "the fact that you 
are able to sec it is so important." 
H Senate 
FROM PAGE 1 
produced conrraccptives 
increased their price by more than 
1,000 percent and a generic brand 
was still 600 percent higher than 
the price Eastern has been paying. 
Right now, it coses $20 per 
month for oral concracepcives. 
The proposal also includes a 
provision chat would require that 
srudencs who enroll in nine credit 
hours pay the full fee. 
Students who are now enrolled 
in less than 12 credit hours pay 
$6.91 per credit hour, the current 
per-credit-hour rate. 
With the proposed increase, 
studencs who enroll in less than 
nine hours would pay $10.10 per 
credit hour. 
Senate member Kem Ohms 
asked how many students were 
enrolled in nine credit hours. 
There were 567 srudents enrolled 
foe 9 toll credit hours, Drake said. 
The 1,200 continuing education 
studencs don't have co pay the fee, 
she added. 
Oralee also pointed out chat there 
would be increases to prescription 
co-pays and services, as well. 
Health Service is projected to 
Education Maiers: 
news U 
be about $289,000 in debc at the 
end of chis fiscal year and chat 
is projected to increase co about 
$435,000 next year. 
With the increase in service 
prices and the proposed fee increase, 
$206,000 in revenue would be 
generated, lowering the overall debt 
co abouc $106,000. 
Student Insurance is also looking 
for an $8 increase, The proposal 
would raise the fee co $109.95. 
Heddins, Eastern's medical 
insurance specialist, said that the 
increase would keep the program 
ahead of the increasing healthcare 
coses. A couple of students spoke in 
support of the increase. 
"le serves as a great 
supplementary," said graduate 
student Amanda Terrell. 
She used the plan a lot and has 
saved $3,000 on it, she said. 
Sophomore Tiara Fulton said 
chat she had a large bill after having 
kidney scones and the insurance 
program paid for half of ic. 
"I don't know what I would have 
done," she said. 
Boch fee-increase proposals were 
cabled until nexr week. 
Srudent Sen:ite Speaker Jeff 
Lange said char he expeccs che 
senate members co research and ask 
questions on the proposals before 
next week's meeting. 
LNWOOD 
INETREE 
PARTMENTS Do Interviews 
make vou nervous? 
Balconies 
Patios 
Volleyball 
Pool 
1st & 2nd Semester 
Leases Available 
Free 
Parking 
Terrific Apartments 
345-6000 
2219 9th St. Apt. 17 
Practice with an expert! 
GREEK 
WEEK 
GUIDE 
BUY A 2 x 5 OR A 5x 2 FOR OUR GRE EK W EE K 
GUIDE ON APRIL 12TH AND RECIEV E A FREE 
2X2 FOR ONLY 
87.50 
~ FulFnme & Part-Time 
~FACULTY 
Opportunities in 
Supplemental Teaching 
IINC;c 
t:NIVEiSITY 
Faculty Reception & Social 
Wednesday, April 4, 2007, 4:00 • 6:00 p.m. 
1895 Room, Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union 
You are Invited to consider taking advantage of Supplemental Teaching 
opportunities through the School of Continuing Education. Join us to meet 
faculty who already teach supplemental courses and hear brief presenta-
tions about their experiences. 
For more information or to 
RSVP, please contact the 
School of Continuing 
Education at 581-5114 or 
email skbulla@eiu.ec/u. 
~ www•iu.edu/-adulted 
F.A'1°FRN Schoolof 
11·~-015 c · · Ed · 
""""' rr ontmumg ucat1on 
l.r.. 1__ r 
• 1 ' ' J\e .. leJltll.&lq't\ , 
@The MOOSE 
Family 
Fraternity 
615 7 th Street 
Non-members can play 
TONIGHT 
7pm 
· * MUST BE 21 * 
$2 .75 - ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM 
$3.50-ALL EVEN ING SHOWS 
BRIDGE TO TERIBITHIA (PG) 
DAILY7:00 
GHOST RIDER (PG13) 
DAILY6:45 
TMNT (PG) 4 00 6:15 8:30 
THE LAST MIMZY (PG) 4:40 7:00 9:20 
SHOOTER (R) 4:30 7-1510:05 
THE HILLS HAVE EYES 2 (R) 5:30 
7:5010:20 
WILD HOGS (PG 13) 4:20 6:50 9:30 
300 (R)4:50 7:30 10:10 
PREMONITION (PG 13) 5:00 7:40 
10:00 
DEAD SILENCE (R) 5·15 8:0010:15 
AMAZING GRACE (PG) 3:50 6:30 9:10 
BREACH (PG 13) 4.10 6'40 9:40 
, .. 
BUY TICl<ETS Oh'l.INE AT FA..-DAHGO.COM 
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Falling out of depression 
Fall Out Boy member 
suffered from 
depression despite 
By Adam Testa 
Verge Editor 
In the public eye, Pete Wenrz's 
life looked positive. 
His band was recording its major 
label dcbuc, and a European tour 
was scheduled. 
Things seemed co be going well 
for the Fall Our Boy bassist, buc in 
reality, he suffered from depression. 
"I secluded myself. I refused to 
get on airplanes or buses," he said. 
"I stopped talking to all my friends 
completely. I pretty much broke 
down in front of everyone, but in a 
very secretive way." 
Once they found out, Wenr:z's 
bandrnates were supportive. 
"If it weren't for them, I don't 
know where I'd be. Bouncing into 
padded walls probably," Wcntt 
said. 
When fans cell Wenrz that Fall 
Our Boy saved their lives, he shares 
his story with them. 
"I want to tell them that chis 
band saved me, coo," he said. "I'd 
rather connecc with people that way 
than have chem say half the other 
reasons they love us." 
Half of Us 
Wentz was asked co be a 
spokespc'" l')n for the Half of Us 
campai .::o-sponsorship becween 
mrvU u he Jed Foundation. 
"I feel like I am not much of 
an expen on anything from music 
history to questions about love," he 
said. "This is one thing I felt hit close 
co home. I felt like I could offer my 
side of a conversarion; maybe not 
answer people, bur at least lee them 
know someone else felt similarly." 
The campaign aims to reduce the 
student suicide rate, fight the stigma 
of mental health issues on college 
campuses and connect students co 
the resources they need. 
The name of the Half of Us 
campaign comes from research 
by the American College Health 
Association that found nearly half 
of all college students have felt so 
depressed they couldn't function. 
"We hope chis will begin 
to address the massive denial 
surrounding the issue of mental 
health," said Jason Friedman, 
general manager of mtvU. "This 
affeccs half of all college students, 
which means ultimately everyone is 
affected." 
The campaign is aimed at 
reaching students at schools across 
the country, including Eastern. 
Depression and suicide have 
been of particular concern at 
Eastern after Eastern student 
Mark Apa's suicide in December. 
Cara Pschirrer, an Eastern 
counselor, said Eastern srudentS 
might be using counseling services 
Youngstown Apartments 
- 1, 2, 3 & 4 
Bedrooms Available 
- Centra l Air 
- Fully Furnished 
- Garbage Disposa I 
- Dishwashers 
- Decks 
- 3 Laundry 
Facilit ies 
345-2363 
PETE WENTZ I BASSIST OF FALL OUT BOY 
more than at other schools. 
"According to the Association of 
University and College Counseling 
Center Directors, our services are 
utilized at a slightly higher rate than 
the average institution our size," she 
said. 
The Jed Foundation, which co-
sponsors the campaign with mcvU, 
promotes mental health issues. 
Friedman said the great thing 
abouc college students is that they 
arc the "engine of social change." 
"This generation of college 
students has been on the front 
line of raising the international 
awareness of the genocide in Darfur, 
and I'm confident they will lead the 
assault on the stigma around mental 
health," Friedman said. 
From students to celebrities 
Dealing with depression is not 
something exclusive co celebrities or 
students. Celebrities just get more 
attention, Wentz said. 
"America has a fascination with 
building people up and tearing 
them down," he said. 
For Wenrz., press coverage turned 
into a positive. He said that seeing 
himself in the mirror and reading 
about himself really hdped him 
overcome depression. 
"Honestly, the Rolling Stone 
anicle and an Alcernative Press one 
were just eye opening for me," be 
said. "I couldn't just uead water any 
more. It became sink or swim." 
When fans respond to Wcntt's 
depression, he has mixed thoughts 
on how co feel. 
"Sometimes, in my head, I find 
myself feeling gulley when I'm 
happy, like it is something wrong 
or unauthentic," he said. "In a 
way, it feels amazing to make a 
connection with people chat care 
about you beyond a T-shirt or an 
away message, like maybe ic is true 
evidence chat we are all in the same 
boat." 
Wcnrz., who attended DePaul 
University, said he understands the 
stress of college. 
A semester in college is a lot like 
a concen tour, he said. 
"There are the same feelings of 
isolation and homesickness attached 
co whatever other anxieties you 
might already feel," Wencz said. 
Knowles said chat by becoming 
s1 ... Bud & Bud light Pints 
S1.25 • ..Bail Vodka 
s2.50 _fted Bull & Vodka 
LIVE MUSIC WI REV BOB 
more educated about mental health 
issues, students can work co become 
prepared co recognize the warning 
signs in themselves and their peers. 
A study conducted by mrvU as 
the basis of the Half of Us campaign 
found char 77 percent of srudcncs 
would not want their friends to 
know they were seeking help for 
emotional issues. 
Services are confidential ac 
Eastern, so the only way peers 
would find out would be if srudcnts 
chose co cell others, Pschirrer said. 
"We do recognize, though, that 
it takes a lot of courage to call and 
schedule an appointment and walk 
through our doors, but most people 
who do so arc glad they did," she 
said. 
Pschirrer sll:id there are other 
reasons students do not seek 
counseling. 
"Sometimes, it is hard for 
students to come to counseling 
because they have co admit to 
themselves that they are having a 
problem in their life that they are 
having trouble coping with on their 
own, which is sometimes difficult 
for students to acknowledge," she 
said. 
Many times, people will chink 
they should teach out to friends 
who are depressed, but Wentt said 
chis does not work. 
"They reach our to you. The 
best thing is co let them know 
you are there for chem but not be 
overbearing." 
Cambridge and Nantucket 
s1 ... coors light Pints AROUND THE CURVE ON SOUTH 9TH STREET ACROSS FROM CHURCH 
Check out our newly redesigned 
website with slideshows, podcasts, 
and stories@ de1111ews.com 
s4 ... Coors light Pitchers 
st 50 _Rail Milers 
LIVE MUSIC W/ JENNY KEEFE 
·Unique Properties "The Atrium" 
Rffmurant & Catering 
SLEEP IN 
EAT OUT 
breakfast till 2pm 
EVERYDAY 
345-7427 
7th & Madison 
across 7th Street from 
the Uptowner 
www.whatscookin.info 
wireless lntemet 
ready 
1m111-=:stip? 
Pladlct• - -Cat. lll·JMZ 
REDUCED PRICES 
$295/person for 3 peopl 
$395/person for 2 peopl 
- For a Very Nice 3 Bedroom Apartment 
- Fully Furnished with Great Furnit~re 
- Indoor Pool, Hot Tub & Exercise Equipment 
- Vanities in every bedroom 
- Free Trash Pickup & Parking 
I www.unique-properties.net:I 
CALL TODAY TO SEE THIS BUILDING OR ANY 
OF OUR OTHER 6 LOCATIONS! 
211-345-5022 
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CITY I PATIENT PROGRAMS 
news ltl-
(harleStOn residents help cancer patients 
Money raised at Relay 
For Life to help 
Coles County patients 
pay for services 
By Nicole Milstead 
Senior Campus Reporter 
The American Cancer Society 
estlmares chac 1.5 millionAmericans 
will gee cancer in 2007. Of chose 
people, more chan 37 percent are 
expected to die. 
In Illinois, more chan 60,000 
people are expected co be diagnosed 
wich cancer chis year. 
Eastern students are doing their 
part to raise money co help cancer 
paciencs by participating in Relay 
for Life from 6 p.m. Friday co 6 
a.m. Sarurday. 
The money raised will go to help 
individuals in Coles County wich 
patient programs and services, said 
Lisa Amacher, income development 
representative for che American 
Cancer Society. 
Look Good, Feel Beerer is a 
patient program for women who 
have cancer and are undergoing 
rreacmenc. Local business owners 
and licensed cosmecologiscs Joyce 
Luedkey and Tracy Rankin of 
American Beauty, 221 6ch St., run 
che program. 
The women participate in che 
programs because chey have both 
had cancer in cheir family and say 
chey know what it feels like. 
The licensed cosmetologists 
have an event every ocher month 
for patients undergoing cancer 
treaanent who come to gee tips on 
skin care and care packages. The 
National Cosmetology Association 
and che Fragrance and Toiletry 
Association donate che packages. 
The kits contain everything co 
CAMPUS I WOMEN'S HISTORY MONTH 
RELAY FOR LIFE 
" When: G p.m Fnday 6 a.m Saturday 
" Where: The Panther Trad 
.. Doraation: $25 per team 
" Deadline for registration: Friday 
" Why: Patient programs 111 lll'no1s 
include Look Good, Feel Better: a 1Mg 
Bank; Road to Recovery. Man to Man; 
Survtvors Network Online· and Guest 
Rooms. 
" Information about cancer is available 
at the HERC office or at www.acs.org. 
do wich skin care including face 
wash, moisruri.zers, makeup and 
sunscreen, Lucci.key said. 
"The event always warms my 
heart," she said. "They come in 
feding ugly and very down, and 
they go out pretty and happy." 
She also said che event is Like 
therapy for che women. They 
discuss che changes their bodies are 
going through and losing their hair. 
The women open up in a way they 
would not be able to otherwise. 
The women are given tips on 
how co keep their skin moisr and 
fresh because it is very dry during 
che crearment process, said Lisa 
Lyell, che senior healch incentives 
representative for che ACS. 
The kitS are valued at more than 
$300 each, Amacher said. 
During che class, che women 
also learn basics Like how to pencil 
on eyebrows and bow to wear wigs, 
scarves and bars, Lucci.key said. 
American Beauty bas also hosted 
a wig bank for che area for che last 
cwo years. They have about 50 
wigs, which are free to women who 
need chem. The ACS receives che 
wigs from wig manufucrurers and 
disperses chem co che banks. 
All the wigs at American Beauty 
are made of synthetic hair and chey 
work to find che scyles women want. 
If chey do not have what a women 
needs, chey can send her one from a 
larger wig bank, Lyell said. 
The wigs are free of charge to 
women from che ACS because 
most insurance companies will not 
pay for prosthetics such as a wig, 
Lucci.key said. 
Ocher programs provide valuable 
services as well, such as the Road to 
Recovery, which provides volunteer 
rides co appoinanents for patients 
who cannot drive or do not have 
family around co cake chem. 
Reach to Recovery is a program 
where women wich breast cancer 
can get together for group and peer 
support. The American Cancer 
Society says 88 percent of women 
survive breast cancer. 
For more information, answers 
or to hdp che American Cancer 
Society, they can be reached 24 
hours a day at 1-800-ACS-2345 or 
at its Web site www.cancer.org. 
Local Amish women celebrate, share differences 
Panel to address 
Amish lifestyle and 
unique perspective 
By Michelle Simek 
Health and Science Reporter 
Josephine Marner mirrors an 
everyday woman. 
Bue she has experienced 
something char many women in 
society have not: she was raised 
Amish. 
Marner left che Amish 
community in che 1950s and now 
spends her rime working for che 
Illinois Amish Interpretive Center 
giving tours of Amish communities 
in che area and educating ochers 
abouc che Amish way of life. 
Marner, Dannie Otto and 
three Amish women from local 
communities will participate in a 
panel discussion of Amish women 
co celebrate Women's History and 
Awareness monch. 
The panel will begin at 7 tonight 
in che Lumpkin Hall Auditorium. 
Otto, a professor of Eascem's 
philosophy department, also has 
ties co che Amish community. 
He was born and raised Amish 
and still continues to involve himself 
in Amish-related activities. Occo 
plans to give a brief introduction 
of che Old Order Amish religion 
co begin che discussion. 
He said che panel will chen 
respond co questions women in 
che Amish community, including 
che rdationship between husband 
and wife and Amish women 
entrepreneurs. 
The Amish women will also 
DID YOU KNOW ... 
YOUR FINANCIAL AID WILL 
PAY FOR 
YOUR OFF CAMPUS HOUSING!!! 
JUST ASK US! 
talk about their experiences and 
involvement in their communities, 
said Penka Skacbkova, director of 
women's studies. 
Amish women are of equal 
importance co men, but not equal in 
authority, said Patricia McCalliscer, 
a fumi.ly and consumer sciences 
professor. Amish women have a 
commicmenc co their husbands, 
who make most major decisions. 
Women usually spend most 
of their time cooking. gardening. 
sewing and washing cloches, she 
said. 
· FREE SHUlTLE 
"Amish value simplicity and self-
denial over comfort, convenience 
and leisure," she said. 
Skacbkova said che panel 
discussion should provide a different 
and unique perspective co what 
most people at Eastern are used to. 
''.Amish culture is not very visible 
(to students}," she said. "They are 
a vital part of our community and 
chis panel will provide some insights 
into what ir means co be an Amish 
woman and ro keep one's traditions 
in che midst of a very modernized 
high-tech society." 
.. 
3 BEDROOM 
·FULLY FURNISHED 
·WASH ER/DRYER 
·NEW CONSTRUCTION 
· $2550/SEMESTER 
(OR $425 PER MONTH) 
WE 
1:1 news 
• help wanted 
The Mattoon Golf and Country 
Club is now hiring EXPERIENCED 
bartenders and servers. Please 
apply at the clubhouse Tuesday-
Thursday 1 pm to 3pm. NO 
PHONE CALLS PLEASE. 
________ 3n9 
Winter/Spring Positions 
Available Earn up to $150 per 
day, Experience not required. 
Undercover shoppers needed 
To Judge Retail and Dining 
Establishments. Call 800-722-
4791 
________ 3BO 
Are you looking for a part-
time evening position in a fun, 
professional office atmosphere? 
Ruffalo Cody/Westaff is seeking 
PROFESSIONAL TELEPHONE 
FUNDRAISERS. Flexible 
scheduling, weekly paychecks, 
part-time evenings, No "cold 
calling" required. Stop by Westaff 
at 651 Castle Dr. or call 345-
1303 for more information. 
--------~4 
!Bartending! Up to $250/ 
day. No experience necessary. 
Training provided. 800-965-6520 
ext. 239 
________ 4BO 
We pay up to $75/Survey! www. 
Cash T oSpend.com 
~ ~ roommates 
Roommates wanted fall 2007, 
Male looking for 3 roommates 
in 4 bedroom house across from 
buzzard. $220 a month plus 
utilities. 21 7-343-8468 
________ 3/30 
sublessors 
Summer housing available in 
Brittany Ridge, 1 person for 
Sublease. 217-417-4223 
________ 4n 
r •} for rent 
101 2 2nd Street Nice 2 story,2 
bath,4 bedroom by Morton Parle. 
Living.dining and laundry room. 
Stove,refrigerator,w/d and cable 
hook-up. Gas grill on double 
lot,fenced yard. Owner and wife 
EIU alum. $295 mQ'bedroom. 
Call Rich 273-7270 
________ .3BO 
Price reduced!! Brittany Ridge 
townhouse 07-08 school year. 
3 bdrm 2 1n bath, W/D, DIW, 
central air, located within walking 
distance of EIU. Free parking and 
trash.$810/month Call (217) 508-
8035 
r •' for rent 
GRAD/ UPPERCLASSMAN 
STUDENTS:VERY NICE 2 
BEDROOM DUPLEXES,TWO 
BLOCKS WEST OF LANTZ. OFF 
STREET PARKING. CALL 345-
7682 LEAVE MESSAGE! 
________ 3BO 
FALL '07. 2 bed, 1 bath home. 
Great location. 2008 12th Street. 
A/C, W/D, trash included. No 
pets. $300/person. 345-5037. 
________ 3BO 
FALL '07. 3 bed, 1 bath home. 
Great location. 1807 1 Oth Street 
A/C, W/D, trash included. No 
pets. $300/person. 345-5037. 
________ 3BO 
2 BR apt, 1n block to Rec Center. 
Mediacom Cable & Internet incl, 
central ale. $300/person. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
________ .3BO 
ONLY ONE. Brittany Ridge 
townhouse for 4-5. Great, 
responsive landlord. 345-4489, 
Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
Realtor. 
_ _ ______ 3BO 
1 person looking for a roomy 
apt? Try this 2 BR priced for one 
@ $420/mo. INTERNET, CABLE, 
WATER INCLUDED. 345-
4489. Wood Rentals, Jim Wood, 
~ealtor. 
MONEYWISE 1 & 2 BR apts. 
for 1 or 2. Most include cable 
& internet. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood. Realtor. 
_ ___ _ ___ 3BO 
2 & 3 BR houses 1 block to Lantz/ 
O 'Brien. Washer/Dryer, NC. 
345-4489, Wood Rentals, Jim 
Wood, Realtor. 
________ 3BO 
ONE CHECK PER MONTH PAYS 
IT All, WE TAKE CARE OF THE 
REST. FEW REMAINING. CHECK 
US OUT AT WWW.EIPROPS. 
COM OR CALL 345-6210, 549-
0212 FOR SHOWING. 
________ .3BO 
2 Bedroom Apartments 2 
Different Locations. Extremely 
nice. Washer/Dryer, Air 
Conditioned, Trash Included. No 
Pets. 217-348-3075. 
________ 3BO 
1 br.apL close to campus. 
Includes gas,trash,water@$350 
month.345-9422 
________ 380 
Near campus. 3 bdrm house. 10 
month lease. W/O (217) 273-
1395. 
________ 00 
6 bdrm house, near campus. 10 
month lease. W/O (217) 273-
1395. 
$.30 per word for the first day 
$.10 per word for each additional consecutive day 
Non-student Classified Rates 
$.50 per word for the first day 
$.20 per word for each additional consecutive day 
r • ' for rerrl 
PET FRIENDLY APTSIDUPLEXES 
CHECK US OUT AT EIPROPS@ 
HOTMAIL.COM OR 345-6210, 
549-0212 
________ 3no 
TROUBLED BY ALLERGIES ... 
ALL CERAMIC TILE UNITS 
AVAILABLE. CHECK US OUT 
AT WWW.EIPROPS.COM, OR 
CALL 345-6210, 549-0212 
________ 3BO 
07-08' Nice four bedroom 2 bath 
house.1609 10th street. large 
living room,kitchen and large,2 
car detached garage. Fenced in 
backyard $325month/per person. 
Call 217-240-3111 
________ 3BO 
6 bdrm 3 bath. 4 bdrm NEW in 
'06, 5 vanity's. CIA, W/D, large 
bdrms, bonus room, excellent 
parking. 217.493.7559 
6 bdrm 2 bath w/marble surround. 
CIA, 3 bdrm NEW in '06, large 
front porch. Large bdrms. W/O, 
excellent parking. 1n block from 
Lantz. 217.493.7559 
________ 3BO 
Fall 2007 11 Bedroom-1102 6th 
Street; 4 Bedroom-1800 12th 
Street; 5 Bedroom- 1204 Garfield; 
217-868-5610 
________ 4/4 
F1,1mished 2 to 3 sedrQbm Apts. 1 
Block from Panther Paw. Contact 
Jack at 217-620-6989 
________ 414 
CLOSE-NEW-AFFORDABLE! 3.4 
and 5 bedrooms,2 or 3 baths. 
Washers and Dryers, as low as 
$295/each www.jbapartments. 
com 217-345·6100 
________ 416 
For rent 2 bedroom apartment. 
Starting August 2007. $5201 
month. 708-422-4628 or 708-
288-9639. 
--------~6 
Fall 2007- Affordable- Large, 
Beautiful, and Spacious 2 BR 
Unfurnished Apts. on the Square 
over Z:s Music on the Square. 
Trash and Water Included-LOW 
UTILITIES-All New Appliances-
Laundry On-Site- Apply 345-
2616. 
________ 4/6 
Available Summer or Fall. 3 
bedroom l bath. W/D, NC, new 
carpet, new kitchen, fresh paint. 
$1000/month. Trash inc. 630-
301-2758. 
________ 4/6 
BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM 1 
112 BATH 3 CAR ATIACHED 
GARAGE. All NEW 
APPLIANCES, WASHER/ 
DRYER, CENTRAL AIR, TRASH 
INCLUDED.217-348-3075 
________ 419 
University Village. 4 bedroom 
houses $450/per person. All 
utilities included.345-1400 
________ 00 
Brittany Ridge for 3-5 
BR, 2112 baths, A/C, cabl 
net wired, w/d, deck, dw 
Great Prices, excellent 
landlord, the only 1 in 
my inventory. 
:. ·: _. - ~ ., - l' 
Wood Rentals 
J im Wood~ Rea ltor~ 
I ' W 
1512 A Street I 345-4489 
r •} for rent 
Large 4-5 bedroom house near 
campus. 3 bathrooms, washer/ 
dryer, AC. very la'rge bedrooms. 
(217) 273-1395. 
________ 4/19 
NICE3 BDAPT ATTHECORNER 
OF 9TH AND TAFT,CLOSE TO 
CARMEN,COMPLETEL Y FURN IS 
HED,WATER,INTERNET, TRASH 
INCLUDED,REGULAR AND ALL 
INCLUSIVE PRICES AVAILABLE 
CALL 345-6210 OR S49-0212 
FOR AN APPOINTMENT 
________ 4n7 
3 BR apartments available 
for 2007-2208 school year. 
Spacious,close to campus and 
fully furnished. Must see to 
believe how nice the apartments 
are!www.unique-properties.net 
217-345-5022 
________ 4n7 
CHEAP CHEAP RENT: IF YOU 
ARE LOOKING FORA NICE APT. 
WITH CHEAP RENT PERFECT 
FOR 3 OR 4 STUDENTS. CALL 
549-8734. 202 1n6 TH ST. 
________ 4BO 
Best 1 person apts. Affordable. 
Grads, Undergrads, staff. 345-
4489, Wood Rentals, Jim Wood 
Realtor. 
________ 4BO 
DORM RATS! Get your own 
efficiency with kitch & bath. 5-
12 months. 345-4489, Wood 
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor. 
________ 4BO 
For Lease: Fall 2007, great 
location!! 2 Bedroom duplex, 
washer/dryer, central air, off 
street parking, trash-yard mowing 
included, 10 mo. lease no 
pets 2417 maintenance, local 
management, call today 217-
346-3583 or visit our website 
www.eiustudenthousing.com 
________ 00 
OLD TOWNE APARTMENTS: 
1,2, &, 3 BEDROOMS. CLOSE 
TO CAMPUS. 4 LOCATIONS TO 
CHOOSE FROM 345-6533 
________ 00 
AVAIL IMMED large apt, 1 or 2 
person Central air, w/d, garage. 
No pets. 345-7286 WWW. 
jwilliamsrentals.com 
________ 00 
New Four Bedroom Apartments. 
Extremely Close to Campus. 
Across from Lantz. Fully 
Furnished. Call Today for Lowered 
Rates. Grantview Apartments. 
345-3353. 
________ 00 
New construction: Available Fall 
07. 3 BR 2 bath townhouse, two 
can garage 1 block from campus. 
Call 630-505-8374 for showing. 
Call now only one left. 
________ 00 
1, 2, 3, and 4 bedrooms. Trash 
and parking included. Great 
location. Call 217-345-2363. 
________ 00 
GREAT LOCATION 
112 Block to Rec. Ctr. 
Roomy 2 BR Apts. 
WWW.DENNEWS COM I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS I THURSDAY 3.29.0Z 
r •} for rent 
CHECK OUT LINCOLNWOOD 
PINETREE APTS. 2 AND 3 BR. 
CLOSE TO CAMPUS AND 
BUZZARD. CALL 345-6000. 
________ 00 
2 bedroom-Water,trash,DSL with 
furnished leather furniture. 10 
or 12 month lease. 254-8458 or 
273-2048. 
________ 00 
GREAT LOCATION 2007-
2008 SCHOOL YEAR. VERY 
NICE 2, 3, 5,& 6 BEDROOM 
HOUSES, TOWNHOUSES AND 
APARTMENTS. FOR MORE 
INFO VISIT US AT myeiuhome. 
com OR CALL US AT (217)493-
7559. 
________ 00 
3 bedroom apartments, walking 
distance to campus. Partially 
furnished. 11 1n month lease 
$250 each. 10 month lease $260 
each. 345-3SS4 or 346-3161. 
________ 00 
NOW LEASING for Fall 07-
1,2&3 Bedroom Units. Great 
locations,some include wireless 
internet. Call for details 345-
7286 
___ _ _ ___ 00 
•••••••Fall 07-08 Many New 
1,2,3 and 4 BR APTS Starting as 
low as $240 mo. PP. 348-7746 or 
visit www.CharlestonlLApts.com. 
••••••• 
________ 00 
For Rent 5 or 6 bedroom house 
and efficiencies. 2 blocks from 
campus on 7th St. • Call 217-
728-8709 
________ 00 
Four and Three BDRM Duplexes. 
BUZZARD BUILDING. One 
Block, Partly Furnished, Water & 
Trash Paid, Lawn Services. 345-
3253 
________ 00 
GIRLS: Nice Five & Three BDRM 
2 Bath Homes. One Block North 
OLD MAIN. GA, W/O, 
Dishwasher, Trash, Lawn 
Services. 345-3253 
________ 00 
VILLAGE RENTALS Renting for 
2007-20082 bedroom remodeled 
apts., 3 bedroom house. Laundry 
facilities and close to campus. 
Call (217) 345-2516 EHO 
________ oo 
3 BEDROOM Duplex 2009 11th 
St. Great l ocation $310 each. 
345-6100 www.jensenrentals. 
com 
________ 00 
FIRST TIME avail to students- cute 
house for 3 females. Grant street, 
Custom kitchen, w/d, ale, new ref, 
really nice. No pets. 345-7286 
________ 00 
BR APTS 
AVAILABLE AUG 07. PH 348-
7746. www.CharlestonlLApts. 
com••••••• 
________ 00 
r •' for rent 
MOVE-IN SPECIALS: BRITTANY 
RIDGE RENTING FOR 07-08 
SCHOOL YEAR. 3 BEDROOMS 
2.5 BATHS, UPT04STUDENTS. 
UNITS HAVE W/O, REF., AND 
STOVE INCLUDED. RENT 
REDUCED-$750.00 TOTAL 
RENT. CALL 217.234.RENT. 
-------~ 00 
FALL '07 - '08. 1426 9TH ST. 
3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS. 
CENTRAL AIR, DECK, OFF 
STREET PARKING. LEASE AND 
SECURITY REQUIRED. NO PETS. 
348-8305. 
_ ___ ____ 00 
FALL '07-'08; 1,2&3 BR .. APTS. 
WATER & TRASH INCLUDED. 
PLENTY OF OFF STREET 
PARKING. BUCHANAN ST. 
APTS .. CALL 345-1266. 
________ 00 
5 BEDROOM 3 BATH, ALL NEW 
HOUSE. Right next to campus 
with all the amenities. A house 
you'll love and so will your 
parents! 345-9595 or 232-9595. 
www .gbadgerrentals.com. 
GREAT HOUSE FOR 2007-08 
AT 1515 2ND STREET. 3 BATHS, 
CIA, W/D. TRASH INCLUDED. 
345-3148 OR www.pantherpads. 
com 
________ 00 
NEW LUXURY 1 AND 3 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS FOR 
AUGUST 07-08, ONE BLOCK 
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 
6TH STREET. CENTRAL HEAT, 
NC, AND LAUNDRY FACILITY. 
WATER ALLOWANCE, TRASH 
SERVICE, AND OFF STREET 
PARKING INCLUDED. 348-8249 
www.ppwrentals.com 
________ 00 
SEITSINGER APARTMENTS. 
1611 9TH STREET. 1 BLOCK 
EAST OLD MAIN. SUMMER 
2007 AND FALL 2007-2008 
COMPLETELY FURNISHED. 3 
AND 9 MONTH INDIVIDUAL 
LEASE. CALL 345-7136 
________ 00 
PRICE REDUCED: BRITIANY 
RIDGE - RENTING FOR 07-08 
SCHOOL YEAR. 4 BEDROOMS 
2.5 BATH. UNIT HAS REFJ 
STOVE, AND W/O INCLUDED. 
UP TO 5 STUDENTS POSSIBLE. 
RENT REDUCED - $860.00. 
CALL-317-9505. 
________ 00 
Royal Heights Apts (behind 
Subway): 3 Bedroom 1.5 Bath. 
As low as $260 per/person. 
Underground Parking. 345-0936 
________ 00 
NICE 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED 
APARTMENT ON THE SQUARE. 
CENTRAL NC, CARPETED, 
DISHWASHER.AVAILABLEJUNE 
1. $450/MONTH INCLUDES 
TRASH AND WATER. 345-4010. 
___ _____ 00 
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THURSDAY 3 29 OZ I THE DAILY EASTERN NEWS I WWW PENNEWS.COM sports U 
BASEBALL I EASTERN 5, INDIANA STATE 4 
Eastern uses small ball to beat Indiana State 
Panthers win third straight, 
five of last six, against ISU 
che mound that was pitching well," Schmitz 
said. "We knew it wasn't going co be high 
scoring and chat we just needed to do little 
things co gee on ba.~e." 
Bases were loaded when designated hitter 
Jason Cobb hie a squeeze play bunc to bring 
in Chagnon. 
Second baseman Richie Dcrbak hit a 
sacrifice fly to center field to bring in Huber 
to tie cbe game. 
uEveryone came our and answered cbe calls 
ISU pur up for chem," Schmicr said. "For a 
coach it was a perfect game because they did 
exactly what needed co be done." 
The Panthers scored in che ninth inning 
on an RBI double from Huber chat brought 
in Chagnon. 
By Brandy Provu nik 
Staff P.tpor ter 
Indiana Scace led 2-0 in che cop of cbe sixth 
head when Eastern head coach Jim Schmitz 
said he called the team in for a calk co gee 
things straight. 
Thar is just what the Panthers did in the 
sixth inning and eventually Eastern pulled 
ouc che 5-4 victory • the tea.m's third win in 
a row. 
ISU cook che lead in the seventh on an 
RBI single down the left field line from Ryan 
Scrausborger. 
ISU's Nick Ciolli hit an RBI triple co bring 
the Sycamore's within one run. 
"The wind was bad and they had a guy on 
They loaded the bases with a walk from 
left fielder Mark Chagnon, a single from 
first baseman Erik Huber, and catcher Kory 
Peppenhorsc was hit by a pitch. 
The Panthers answered again in rhe eighcb 
when Derbak hit a two-RBI single to take a 
4-3 lead. 
Derbakser up the double playwicha throw 
to shorrstop Adam Varrassi. Varrassi threw to 
Huber co end the game. 
Lakeview College oi Nursing at EIU is holding an advisement session 
TODAY. Get iniorrnation on getting your BS;>.: at L.akev1<M·EIU. The 
se5Sion v.ill be held in the Life Science building in Room 3081from 
5-7 p.m. 
Kicks for Kids: Adult Kickball Tournament Fundraiser on April 14, 
2007 (April 21-Rain out date) at Baker and Lanman Fields (North). 
Procedes go to local students in education. Contact Lindsey at (217) 
549-4319 or http://psych.eiu.edu/saspe/seivice.htm. 
------~3129 
f •' torrent 
M & L PROPERTIES FALL 2007 
TOWNHOUSE APARTMENTS 
FURNISHED: WASHER/DRYER 
IN EACH APT; 2 BLOCKS FROM 
CAMPUS. call 217-493-7559 
----------00 
RENTING FOR 07-08. 4 
BEDROOM HOUSES 
AVAILABLE. SANDERS & CO 
217-234-RENT 
--------00 
f •' torrent 
For Lease: Fall 2007. 3 and 4 
bedroom apt., central air, ceiling 
fans, washer/dryer, off street 
parking, trash-yard mowing 
included, 10 1/2 month lease, 
no pets, 24!7 maintenance, local 
management, DSL wiring in all 
rooms. Great Location. Call today 
217.346.3583 or visit our website 
at www.e1ustudenthousing.com 
--------00 
FALL 07 • 2BR 12th or 18th Street For Lease: Fall 2007, 2 or 3 
at $240 per person. See www. 
CharlestonlLApts.com. Ph. 348-
7746. 
--------------00 
FALL 07 - 4BR 2 Bath duplexes 
1520 9th Street $350 per person. 
Stove, refrig, micro, dishwasher, 
washer/dryer. See wwv.. 
CharlestonlLApts.com. Ph. 348-
7746. 
-------------00 
FALL 07 - 1 BR Polk or A Street 
$495 per mo. See WWW. 
CharlcstonlLApts.com. Ph. 348-
7746. 
-----------00 
LOOKING FOR something 
different? We have some 1,2&3 
b<'droom apts that fit the bill. 
Modern.attractive.away irom EIU 
traffic. Dishwashers,laundry,NC. 
Williams Rentals 345-7286 
-------------00 
5-1 Br 2-2Br, extra large 
apartments, partially furnished. 
Available May 16. Ideal for 
couples. Located at 741-745 
6th St. Rent $360-$410 per 
apartment. Water and crash paid. 
Call S81-7729 or 345-6127 
-----------00 
2 bdrm. duplexes available for 
fall, washer/dryer, central air, 
new carpet. very efficient and 
afford.1ble, trash included. leasing 
flexible. Call 217-346-3583. 
------------00 
Sudoku By The Mepnam Group 
9 
bedroom house-2,3,4, or 5 
tenants. Rent that best suites 
you. Ceiling fans, yard mowing 
included. no pets. Great location-
close to O'Bri<'n football field. off 
street parking, 10 mo. lease, 2417 
maintenance, local management. 
Pictures and more information at 
www.eiustudC'nthous1ng.com 
-----------00 
TUDOR STYLE HOME, avail 
to female studC'nts for the first 
time. Sunken living room, Dining 
room, Full basement, w/d, 4 
bedrooms, no pets . .345-7286 
----------00 
CLOSE-NEW-AFFORDABLE! 3.4 
and S bedrooms, 2 or 3 baths. 
Washers and dryers.as low as 
$295/each www.jbapartments. 
com 217-345-6100 
---------00 
2 bedroom apartments close to 
campus. Quiet area. No pets. 
Call 345·7008 
-----------00 
2, 3, & 4 bdrm apartments 
available for fall, washer/dryer, 
central air, new carpet, 10 1/2 
month lease, trash included. Call 
217-346-3583. 
-----------00 
1WO BEDROOM HOUSE WITH 
FAMILY ROOM, W/D. 1810 
JOHNSON ST. $260/PERSON. 
343-5032, 549-3241. 
-------------00 
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ACROSS 
1 Guffaw 
5 "Warmer" or 
"colder" 
9 Narc's find 
14 Dark side 
15 George 
Washingtons 
16 On the 31st of 
February 
17 Western flattop? 
18 Fictional home 
of Gerald 
O'Hara 
19 Shelved 
20 Tantrum 
expected from a 
money player? 
23 Ram's home: 
Abbr. 
24 
Speedwagon 
25 French 
possessive 
26 Preventive 
maintenance on 
a water barrier? 
33 Turkish title 
35 It may result in 
a landslide 
36 Org. with a 
snake in its logo 
37 Sailing 
38 Contemptible 
sorts 
40 Fast one 
41 Diamond 
42 Shoot out 
43 Dynamos 
44 Beachgoer 
wearing bug 
spray? 
48 Source of some 
plywood 
49 Mining target 
50 Warsaw Pact 
member: Abbr 
53 Bit of mischief 
that won't be 
noticed for 
years? 
58 Gila monster's 
defense 
59 Store on 
Harvard Square 
since 1882 
60 When the 2 3 4 
shipwreck 
occurs in "The 4 
Tempest" 
61 Gillette of stage 1 
and screen t=--+---+--+--
62 Heart 
63 Piece of Variety 
news 
64 Conveys 
65 Scratched (out) 
66 Film dog 
DOWN 
1 Plants used for 
fiber and food 
2 Blatant 
3 What a man 
making a 
comeback may 
get back to 
4 Count_. 
villain in Lemony 1...61,.-+-+--+--+----< Snicket books 
5 Traditional cold 
remedy 
6 Befuddled Puzzle by Etlz.abeth Rehfeld 
6 7 8 
7 Coup victim of 
A.D.68 
29 Hoodwink 42 Knots 
30 Ovals 43 Judge 
10 11 12 13 
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE 
8 Ruler of the 
Cossacks 31 Sharif of "Doctor 45 Sigoificant Zhivago• 
53 Nightly TV 
presence 
beginning 
5125192 
9 Summer treat 
10 Crofter, in Britain 
11 Enterprise rival 
~-_.,_ .... 12 Sunnis, e.g. 
~..;..+.~;;;.+;..;+.;.;"-! 13 Land once ruled 
by the 
Hapsburgs: 
Abbr. 
__.._..........._.... 21 Neighbor of Hi 
and Lois, in the 
funnies 
22 Act broadly 
27 "So that's it!" 
__.._......_...... .... 28 Patti LuPone 
Tony-winning 
role 
32 Clears out 
33 Alto 
34 "You wish!" 
38 Clever 
39 Cleverness 
40 Holy Trinity part 
46 Gone 
47 Bellyached 
51 String ensemble, 
maybe 
52 Vantage point of 
Zeus. in Homer 
54"Get_!" 
55 "Behold," to 
Cicero 
56 Castle 
57 ·aue_?" 
58 Dye holder 
For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.20 a minute; or, with a 
credit card, 1-800-814-5554. 
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday 
crosswords from the last 50 years: 1-888-7-ACROSS. 
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($34.95 a year). 
Share tips: nytimes.comtpuzzleforum. Crosswords for young 
solvers: nytimes.com/leamingJxwords. 
11!1 sports 
» Top Cat 
FROM PAGE 12 
"It took me back co my high 
school days," ~e 6-fooc-6, 215-
pounder said. "It was fun, nothing 
new for me." 
But shorucop wasn't the 
only position Huber played in 
Minnesota. Senior oudielder Mike 
Asttouski said Huber started our by 
joking with his coach about playing 
all nine positions in one day. 
But evenrually the joke turned 
into reality and Huber played one 
inning at every position in a Blue 
Thunder game. 
Astrouski said Huber's natural 
athleticism and ability allow him to 
easily switch between positions. 
Varrassi, Astrouski and Huber 
were in the same recruiting class 
and lived together as freshmen 
with catcher Jason Cobb and third 
baseman Ryan Campbell. 
"I met Huber at freshman 
orientation and he was the fuse guy 
on the ream that I met," Varrassi 
said. 
Another freshman they mec gave 
the .five friends a nickname they still 
use as seniors. A foreign student 
that had nor mastered the English 
language saw the group together 
and figured they were athletes like 
» Sparked 
FROM PAGE 12 
She struck out four and walked 
only one in six innings of work. 
"(Karyn) did a good job of 
keeping us off balance," Conway 
said. "She's got a good drop balJ 
and keeping the ball away (from 
the place). We didn't hit the ball 
chat well." 
Karyn's only mistake came on a 
Billiken three-run home run in the 
cop of the fourth. 
"She battled in the fourth 
inning and that's all right though," 
Schuette said. 
"Karyn got a couple of ground 
balls, making it look easy. She was 
producing ground ball after ground 
ball and that's her job. She keeps 
that ball down and does well." 
The Panthers didn't do well in 
the first game hicring the ball. 
Eastern lose 3-0 in a game where 
it only had three hits. 
"Our pitchers did a good job 
of keeping chem off balance and 
making them chase pitches," 
Conway said." 
The Mackie sisters and Coppen 
were the only Panthers (11-16) to 
register hies in the first-game loss co 
rhe Billikens (15-17). 
"I didn't feel like we were ready 
to hit," Schuette said. "I think we 
waiting for something to happen." 
Sophomore pitcher Kathleen 
Jacoby gave three runs on seven 
hits. 
"I think Kathleen puts coo much 
pressure on herself," Schuette said. 
"She's a competitor." 
The Panthers return co Ohio 
Valley Conference action when 
they host Tennessee State for a 
doubleheader at 1 p.m. on Saturday 
at Williams Field. 
Eastern 9, Saint Louis 3 
lnnlna br Inning R H E 
SLU 0003000 342 
EIU 2 2 l 0 4 0 X 9 l 0 0 
WP: .Yockie Karyn (S.S) LP: G11le11e. Sioc:y (l.J) 
E - - EIU; Appenfelle<, ~ - SlU LOI • EIU 7; 
SLU I 21 Renne< -SlU; Nelson. Adams -au SI 
Colemon, Dcinco, Sieele -EIU Sil: Donco - EIU: 
SF:Sleele-€1U. Ht.Jo$1-SlU 
r.y lnaq: ,., of .. Rf1ll 
Eosiern seo<ed four 11/t\$ on Jhree hiJs Sopl>omoie 
Soroh Coppen copped her doy off with on RBI 
single lo !OO'e se11101 Chelsea AdQmo 
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JAY GRABIEC I THE DAILY WTERN NEWS 
Huber has played many different 
positions, including first base. 
many other students in Douglas 
Hall, but decided to ask anyways. 
Except instead of asking if they 
were athletes, he said "mach-a-
letes." 
"We just thought ic was one of 
the funniest things we had ever 
heard," Varrassi said. "We were kind 
MEET ERIK HUBER 
" Hometon: Belleville 
" Major: Phys cal Education 
" Height: 6-6 
"Weight: 215 
CAREER STATS 
"Average: 374 
,, RBI: 94 
,, Stolen Bases: l4 
' 
of a clique, so it stuck." 
The nickname is still used and 
well-known around Coaches Fidd. 
"If you say "math-a-leres" 
around the baseball team, everyone 
knows who you're talking about," 
Campbell said. 
While che baseball team knows 
Huber as pan of the "mach-a-leces" 
and opposing players know him by 
the ping coming from his aluminum 
bat, chere is one other sound Huber 
is known for. 
"He's goc some crazy turkey 
calls chat he breaks out every now 
and then," Astrouski said. "When 
you hear char coming, you know it's 
Erik." 
Baseball America never heard the 
turkey calls, but they saw Huber 
coming this season. 
Huber just hopes the turkey and 
deer don'r. 
» Waltasti 
FROM PAGE 12 
From speedster Casey Spears 
swiping bases co the fearsome 
threesome of Erik Huber, Ryan 
Campbell and Kory Peppenhorst 
driving in runs, this Eastern team 
is fun to watch. 
Huber leads the team with 
six home runs and a .429 batting 
average, Campbell has hit six 
doubles in addition to six RBis and 
Peppenhorsr, a &eshman caccher, 
has impressed with 13 RBis and 
a .352 batting average in just his 
second semester in Charleston. 
1his season Schmitt decided to 
lee assistant coach Sean Lyons take 
care of ail the hitting instruction so 
he could focus on the pitching. 
Lyons has given Schmitz no 
regrets. 
So far this season the Panthers 
are hitting .291 as a team with 102 
RBis in only 20 games. 
At the band box that is Coaches 
Stadium, the Panthers are hitting 
even better than their outrageous 
season averages, with seven runs 
per game in their first five home 
games. 
After a brief four-game road 
trip, Eastern will return home next 
Tuesday to play six games in a nine-
GETS THE ADRENALINE liOING. 
YOURS AND WHOEVER READS ABOUJ 
IT ON YOUR RESUME. 
day screech. 
The offensive explosion should 
concinue with some poor pitching 
teams coming to Charleston for 
the homestand. Murray State is the 
only Ohio Valley Conference ceam 
the Panthers will play next week 
and the Racers bring with chem 
a 5-17 record and a ream ERA of 
8.79. 
A whopping 212 opponents 
have crossed the place in Murray's 
22 games this season. 
Ouch. 
Eastern might have to buy a 
couple extra buckets of balls for 
those three games - more than a 
couple are going to end up in fans' 
hands. 
There is nothing better than 
catching a ball game in the summer 
with a hot dog in one hand and a 
cold beer in the other. 
You can certainJy get a hoc 
dog but they don't serve drinks 
at Easrem's ballpark, and that is 
probably a good thing chis season. 
Everyone would spill them 
jumping our of their blue plastic 
seats after yet another Eastern run 
is scored. 
Lee the defense rake the Panthers 
co the top of the OVC. 
I'll be at the games for the home 
runs. 
And maybe the hot dogs. 
To find out more about Army ROTC's Summer Leader's Training Course, 
Call 581-5944, email cdrotc@eiu.edu or visit www.eiu.edu/-armyrotc 
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CAMPUS I ATHLETIC FACILITIES INTRAMURALS I NOTEBOOK 
Proximity proves ~seful Softball 
Closeness of Eastern' s 
athletic facilities 
unique in Illinois 
By Nora Maberry 
Editor 1n Chief 
It's not often Eascern draws 
comparisons to schools like UCLA, 
Arizona and California. 
But softball head coach Kim 
Schuette does. 
"I cell recruits thac we have been 
co some of the bcsc facilicics wich 
UCLA. Arizona and CaJ buc I have 
never been to a bcucr location than 
the softball field," Schuette said. 
"An advantage is every scudcnc has 
co take a class in Lantz (Arena} so 
a Joe of times students will stop by 
and wacch a couple of innings and 
you can'c puc a price on students in 
the stands." 
Schuette said Eastern is different 
from most schools because the 
softball 6dd, Williams Field, is 
acrually located in the middle of 
campus. 
At Illinois Scace, the achleric 
facilities are separaccd from the 
campus, with only three residence 
halls nearby. 
At Southern Illinois University 
at Edwardsville, the only athletic 
fa9]ities located near residence 
halls and buildings arc its basketball 
arena and tennis couns. 
lcs bascbal~ field is by itself. 
surrounded by fields of corn and 
isolated from the campus. 
SIUE's soccer field and rrack 
facility is a mile away down che 
same road from the baseball field. 
"The best question is when chey 
say, 'How are we going co find che 
softball field?' and I say is, 'If you 
find campus, you will find chc 
softball field because we are right in 
the middle,'" she said. 
The proximity of Eascern's 
athletic facilities is a fact many 
Panther coaches use co recruit new 
players. 
"This is definitely a plus where 
the athletes do not have co travel 
co their practice or competition 
facilities,n said men's track and field 
head coach Tom Akers. 
Akers said Eastern's athletic 
facilities compare well co ocher 
schools. 
However, he feels the facilities, 
panicuJarly Lancz Fieldhouse, 
where the track team trains during 
inclement weather and during 
the indoor season, could use an 
upgrade. 
""The main problem is our 
current facilities arc now becoming 
dated for some spores," said Akers 
The Fieldhouse, which opened 
in 1967, has 60,000 square feet and 
contains batting cages, ccnnis courcs 
and an indoor rrack. 
Akers said some Eastern athletes 
fed it is overused and undcr-
supcrvised. 
"There is such a high demand for 
time in the fieldhouse it creates an 
unsafe environmenc for the athletes 
JAY CiRABIEC I THE DAILY WTERN NEWS 
An aerial view of Eastern's athletic complex shows how close all the facilities are to one another. Coaches 
Stadium is in the center with the Darling Courts separating it from O'Brien Stadium at the top left. Williams 
Field, home of the softball team, is in the upper right next to the Rugby Field on Fourth Street. 
KIM SCHUmE I SOFTBALL HEAD COACH 
"An advantage is every student has to take a class at Lantz so a lot 
of times students will stop by and watch a couple of innings and you 
can't put a price on students in the stands." 
EASTERN'S ATHLETIC FACILITIES 
Coaches Stadium: Ba 
" O'Brien Stadium: Footb 
Reriova eel n 1 qgg 
Houses Z 3 coaches of . ces 
9-lane track hosts IHSA state traek m 
$550,000 Pro Grass playmg field 
" Williams Field: Softba I 
Opered n 2001 
" Lantz Natatorlum: S m: ng/DM g 
Stlt lanes, 25-yard enqth 
to train in," Akers said. 
In 200 l, the fieldhousc 
underwent a $650,000 renovation. 
During the renovation, the crack 
and tennis courcs were resurfaced 
and a timing system and message 
center were installed. 
While the women's rugby ceam 
rarely practices in the ficldhouse, 
they do log hundreds of travel hours 
co compete against different teams 
all across the councry. 
The rugby ccam, the only 
Division I women's rugby ccarn in 
the nation, traveled co Georgia, 
Arkansas and Michigan during the 
2006 season. 
Bue for head coach Frank 
Graziano, none of the ocher school's 
rugby fields compare ro Easccrn's. 
" Lantz Arena: 
" Lintz Fieldhouse: Trd k nd F 
0 ly bu I 1967 
$6!'>0 000 r nov • on m 2001 
" Rugby Field: Women', Rugby 
" Lakeside Field: Soccer 
hG no b t press boxes 
" Darling Courts: T 
weathel' da!Tulged court ti' s year 
"Our rugby facility is certainly 
better than most we play," Graziano 
said. "Our recruits like our rugby 
facility and it does help us recruit." 
When recruits do come co 
Eastern, Graziano makes a poinc co 
show them the rugby facilities. 
"We always show off our rligby 
facility to our rccruics," Graziano 
said. "Our locacion is excellent." 
The rugby field, which is 
located on Fourth Street and is 
literally across the: screcc from 
Coleman Hall, has fencing on 
chree sides and has been designated 
exclusively for intercollegiate 
compccition and practice. 
"We plan to make improvements 
each year and have done so for the 
past five year:;," Graziano said. 
These improvements included a 
new irrigation system, scoreboard 
and bleacher seating. 
Brady Sallee's women's 
basketball team also competes in a 
facility char is upgraded regularly. 
"There are all different levels of 
faciliries in our league and in the 
region," Sallee said. "We have a 
facility chat is a little older than 
most, but I think it's a good venue 
to play in." 
Since 1996. Eastern ha~ spent 
$1.5 million dollars to upgr:tde 
seating at Lancz Arena. 
In 2001, a $250,000 video 
system was installed which allows 
for video, animated messaging, live 
game action and instant replay. 
Sallee does not use the proximity 
of Lancz Arena to campus as a 
recruicmcnc tool, but baseball head 
coach Jim Schmicz docs. 
"In the big picture we use the 
proximity of the cncire campus," 
Schmitz said. "It's an easy campus 
to get around." 
The baseball team compete.<. at 
Coaches Stadium. 
The stadium was opened in 
Spring 2002 and cost $1 million. 
In 2001, the stadium was 
upgraded with an underground 
irrigation system, sod infield and 
scoreboard buc docs not have lights 
co facilitate night games. 
"The stadium is better than most 
schools in the OVC," Schmitz said. 
"The surface is getting better but 
needs much improvement." 
ends in 
rare tie 
By Chris Sentel 
I-Sports Reporter 
Teams chat appeared co be polar 
opposites squared offTucsdaywhen 
the men's intramural softball ceams 
SWAT and SandBagging Expos 
faced each ocher 
SWAT appeared co be a ceam 
that was professional and down co 
business when its members showed 
up wearing matching jerseys, a 
group of cheerleaders wearing 
SWAT c-shirts and even a mascot 
- a dog wearing a SWAT c-shin. 
The SandBagging Expos showed 
up wearing all different shirts, 
no fans and no mascocs. But che 
Expos showed chat appearances can 
be deceiving by taking an early 4-0 
lead. Thac lead lasted uncil the fifth 
inning and it appeared they had the 
win, but SWAT was able co mount 
a comeback as they pulled within 
one run, making ir 4-3. During 
the next at bat, the SandBagging 
Expos appeared ro put an end co 
the comeback as they scored four 
more runs. 
Bue SWAT answered with a five 
run inning. With no rime left to 
scare anorhcr inning. the game was 
ended by che officials resulting in 
a tic, 8-8. 
"The officials said we couldn't 
scare another inning with only l 0 
minutes left," said Sam Hudson, 
SWAT captain and a senior 
communications major. ~1 think 
we would have had the win had we 
kept playing." 
Disc golf tournament Saturday 
Parcicipancs will meet a.r the 
campus pond pavilion ac IO a.m. 
on Sacurday, where they will be 
able ro see che layout of the course 
as well as talk to officials. 
"We have been approved by 
the Apporcionmenc Board co 
get the money to fund the brand 
new disc golf course," said Kevin 
Linker, Easccrn's incramurals spores 
director. 
The new course is in the process 
of being built. 
Sig Pi 3 plays short-handed 
Sig Ep 8 is 3-0 on its season and 
has won all three of ics games by 
chc slider rule, which automatically 
ends the game when one ceam is 
ahead by 15 pointS. 
Their latest win came against 
SigPi 3. 
Sig Pi 3 played with a handicap. 
One of their players was lace 
showing up and another player did 
not show up at all. Throughout the 
game, their pitcher had co switch 
with another player just so they 
had enough people co kick. 
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$2 Domestic Bottles 
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GUI DE ON APRIL 12TH 
AND RECIEVE A FREE 
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BASEBALL 
Eastern 51 Indiana State 4 
SOFTBALL (GAME ONE) 
Saint Louis l, Eastern 0 
SOFTBALL (GAME lWO) 
Eastern 91 Saint Louis 3 
MEN'S TENNIS 
Eastern 6, IUPUI 1 
MEN'S TENNIS 
SATURDAY at Tennessee Tech I 
11 a.m. Cookeville, Tenn. 
V«>MEN'S TENNIS 
SATURDAY at Tennessee Tech I 
11 a.m. Cookeville, Tenn. 
BASEBALL 
SATURDAY at Tennessee-Martin I 
1 p.m. Martin, Tenn. 
schedule 
SOFTBALL 
SATURDAY vs. Tennessee State I 
Doubleheader 1 p.m. Williams Field 
MEN'S GOLF 
SUNDAY at Missouri State Invite I 
All Day Branson, Mo. 
SOFTBALL 
SUNDAY vs. Tennessee State I 
1 p.m. Williams Field 
MEN'S TENNIS 
SUNDAY vs. Tennessee State I 
Noon Nashville, Tenn. 
WOMEN'S TENNIS 
SUNDAY vs. Tennessee State I 
Noon Nashville, Tenn. 
VOLLEYBALL 
SUNDAY at Tennessee-Martin I 
1 p.m. Martin, Tenn. 
a weekly award The Daily Eastern News gives to an Eastern athkte who h1ul the top pnfimn1111cr .from the prrvtous week. This week, it's baseball pl.ayer En 
Pitching Season 
By Joe Waltasti I Sports Reporter 
Erik Huber is an avid hunter and often joins his farhcr on ~ome fa 
somhern Illinois during curkey and deer season. 
But this baseball season, there is only one thing Huner is hu t n 
pitchers. 
Eascern's first baseman was named prest:aSon Ohio Valley Confc r nee pla~ r of t 
year by Baseba!LAmmca and Huber has lived up m the lofty o..-peccatton by slu~mg his 
way t0 a personal best 18-gamc hirting streak. 
The Belleville native is ranked in the top l 0 in the OVC in 15 different ~c1tistical 
categori~ this season, including second in batting average and home runs . 
.......... _.~ "An a\·crage guy would feel the pressure, said enior shortstop A a 
Varrassi. Bue Erik's a rare breed h s off chat. He Er 
cUld be JUSt plavs baseball stmp 
Hubers hot srarr co the season should ~o trp isc. cons1d ing rhc 
up this pa.q s mm r m one of the best summer leagut tn h coun 
I luber p:trll ip:lt d m the Northwoods Leagu a I gu 0 r IS 
b,1scball ral~m 11 dt( rnumry. lmmedi.uelv after Fasr 1 s n I tme 
Brainerd, Mum., ro jom his te.1mmates on th Brainerd Blm Th111 d 
"le was J grueling season,n Huber said. "I thmk I had four d.iys 
le.:1gue, great competition." 
Some notable alumm of the Northwood~ lc.i~ue 111<lud u n 
P1cm losh WHlingham and Jeff W ' 
I i h ill die r I n m i cl$ 
,tll Sf 
SOFTBALL I GAME ONE: SAINT LOUIS 3, EASTERN 0 I GAME TWO: EASTERN 9, SAINT LOUIS 3 waltasti 
THE EXTRA POINT Game two win sparked by 4-run inning 
Panthers split SLU 
doubleheader 
By Kevin Murphy 
Associate Sports Editor 
Eastern put away the second 
game of a doubleheader in the 
fifth inning. 
The Panthers scored four runs 
on three hits in its 9-3 win against 
Saint Louis on Wednesday at 
Williams Field. 
"They did a good job coming 
back on us," said Saint Louis head 
coach John Conway. "They kept 
on us and kept purring pressure 
" on us. 
Junior first baseman Robyn 
Mackie started the 6fch inning 
with an infield single. Freshman 
Kelly Colemna pinch-ran for 
Mackie and promptly scole second 
base. 
SLU's first baseman Allison 
Appenfeller committed an error 
that allowed pinch hitter Chelsey 
lapala co reach first and Coleman 
advanced to third. 
lapala stole second base and 
senior designated player Kacy 
Stede hie a sacrifice fly to bring 
Coleman in for the sixth run of 
the game in. 
CARRIE HOWS I THE DAILY EASTERll NEWS 
Sophomore second baseman Sarah Coppert safely steals second base during the first game of Eastern's 
doubleheader against Saint Louis University at Williams Field. 
"We have smart base runners," 
Mackie said. "We were more ready 
co play (in the second game}." 
That pressure came from junior 
third baseman Allyson Noice. 
Noire reached via a walk and 
Iapala scored on a wild pitch for 
the seventh run. 
The Panthers' bats kept 
rolling. 
Senior Chelsea Adams doubled 
co in the gap becween center fidd 
and right field, bringing in Nolte. 
Sophomore second baseman Sarah 
Coppert singled to bring Adams 
home and make Eastern's slim 
two-run lead into a six-run lead. 
Coppert finished 3-4, scored two 
runs and had one RBI. 
"I think people follow Sarah 
and I think Sarah's aggressive at 
the plate." said Eascem head coach 
Kim Schuette. 
Those four runs on three hits 
added to the offensive output in 
the second game. Eascem finished 
with nine runs and 10 hits in the 
game. 
Junior pitcher Karyn Mackie 
(5-5) limited the Billikens to three 
runs on four hits. 
» SEE SPARW, PAGE 10 
Easter n's 
explosive 
line-up 
They say defense wins 
championships. 
But as a fan, I don't get anything 
out of a championship - sports are 
only entertainment and I want to 
witness monscer home runs, stolen 
bases and 11-10 final scores. 
Enter the Eastern baseball 
team. 
The Panther's line-up is chock 
full of mashers with just enough 
speedsters sprinkled in to make it 
interesting. 
While the ream is actually very 
talented in the field and defends 
well, it's all about the offense this 
season for Jimmy Schmicz's squad. 
» SEE WALTASTI 
PAGE 10 
Joe Waltasti is a senior history major 
with journalism minor. He can be 
reached at jwa1717@yahoo.com. 
